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DAY 1 – Monday 23rd November 2020 (All times are South Africa Standard Time i.e. GMT+2) 

08h00 – 
08h45 

 
Arrival and Networking - We strongly recommend that you plan to arrive well before the first presentation to give yourself time to familiarise yourself with the FLOOR and to 
plan your conference attendance.  Whilst we’d love to offer you coffee and croissants we will have to hope that we can do that soon! 
 

08h45  
 
09:00 – 
09:45 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
09h45 – 
10h30 

OPENING AND WELCOME | Kea Mpane  CSCP, SAPICS President, South Africa 
  
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION | SMART Peacekeeping – Introduction of New Technologies into the Peace Operations Supply Chains 
As the world’s technological revolution proceeds, the United Nations can benefit immensely from a plethora of technologies to assist its peace operations. United Nations 
peace operations have equally evolved over the past decades. However, the Organisation has adopted a strategy for technology and innovation for peacekeeping. Whether 
these new technologies are used for the actual program implementation such as peace monitoring through remote surveillance, UAVs, artillery locating radars, and fourth-
generation IR devices, or in its supply chains to more accurately forecast demand for fuel, rations, life support commodities, or spare parts for critical equipment by means of 
SMART technology and IOT in order to optimize responsiveness and agility. While the United Nations remains behind advanced militaries, the Organisation’s leadership agrees 
that “We cannot continue to afford working with 20th century technology in the 21st century”.  Herbert Pechek is an advocate of 4th industrial revolution technology and 
makes every effort to explore these innovative features into the supply chains of the United Nations in Somalia. His session will provide an overview of the introduction and 
integration of new technologies into the peace operations in Somalia. 
Herbert Pechek, Chief, Supply Chain Management Service, United Nations Support Office in Somalia (UNSOS), Kenya 
 
KEYNOTE PRESENTATION |The Mouse is to The Computer what AI is to The Mind 
Artificial Intelligence is a tool, not a solution. But it can be an amazing tool working for you, working on your processes. It’s not perfect and yes, it makes mistakes. It’s also not 
very creative… It can’t invent itself out of anything. It needs human knowledge, and it takes work to get it started. But once it runs, you’ll wonder why it wasn’t done earlier… 
It’s time to start! 
Lloyd Keays, Global Senior Director Strategy-Solutions Engineering, SAP, Netherlands 
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10h30 - 
11h15 

Networking Break : Make the most of this extended 45 minute break.  This time is set aside to provide you with the opportunity to explore the FLOOR, visit the exhibitors in 
the Premium Booths, see what’s going on in the VIP Lounges or grab a seat at one of the tables in the Lounge and meet up with old friends and colleagues and make new 
acquaintances. 

11h15 – 
12h00 

PRESENTATION | The Twiga Story – a 
Story of African Ingenuity  
Twiga has revolutionised food supply to 
the informal, independent and small 
traders in Kenya. The organisation has 
created a more transparent and efficient 
supply chain, delivering the product 
directly to the retailers and reducing 
post-harvest losses on fresh produce. 
Join Gary and Peter as they share with 
you the learnings and challenges of this 
exciting project.  
 
Peter Njonjo, Co-Founder and CEO, 
Twiga Foods, Kenya 
 
Gary Benatar, Founding Partner and 
CEO, Relog, South Africa 
 

PRESENTATION | Unlocking Value from 
Digitising Logistics 
There is little doubt that digitalisation will 
fundamentally change supply chain 
management.  But how do we distinguish 
between hot air and pragmatic 
opportunities?  How many new 
inventions are merely fancy new 
terminology invented to inflate the 
valuations of technology providers and 
start-ups? How do we identify where to 
invest our money and efforts to ensure 
that we learn as we go and prepare for 
this new world?  Lessons from the real 
world of logistics and supply chain 
management. 
 
Cobus Rossouw, Group Chief Digital 
Officer, Imperial, South Africa 
 

PRESENTATION | Activating MRO/Spare 
Parts Management – understanding the 
basics 
Does continuous confusion and 
miscommunication between Supply 
Chain and Asset Management sound 
familiar to you?  Poor MRO/SPM basics 
leads to a very fault-sensitive supply 
chain. It often results in incorrect item 
requests, RFQs, quotes, issue and 
returns, etc. but it largely contributes to 
unnecessary working capital, assets 
downtime and reliability and quality 
problems.  The answer lies in proper 
spare parts management basics, not only 
the configuration of master data but also 
the development of systems and 
processes supporting your supply chain.  
This presentation will present successful 
spare parts methodologies as a practical 
solution indicating possible industry 
pitfalls.  
 
Henrico Swanepoel, Business Area 
Manager, Gordian Logistic Experts, 
South Africa 

PRESENTATION | Global Health Maturity 
Model Assessment Tool v8.0 
This workshop will focus on the ASCM 
Global Health Supply Chain (GHSC) 
Initiative’s cloud-based supply chain 
Maturity Model (MM), which was 
designed to help public, private, and NGO 
professionals dramatically improve 
performance across country, region, and 
community healthcare supply chains. This 
model offers healthcare and supply chain 
professionals the tools necessary to: 

• Use an easy-to-complete self-
assessment to evaluate the 
maturity, performance, and gaps 
in specific healthcare supply 
chains. 

• Leverage assessment outputs to 
develop meaningful, low-cost 
supply chain improvement 
projects. 

• Conduct post-assessment 
activities to sustain continuous 
improvement (e.g., tracking 
improvement projects, 
documenting outcomes, and 
updating stakeholders). 

 
Bolu Awesu, ASCM GHSC Initiative 
Associate Director for Nigeria and Lerato 
Thabede,CPIM, Managing Consultant – 
BBOpEx Solutions 
 

12h00 - 
12h15 QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 
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12h15 - 
13h00 

PANEL DISCUSSION | Taking Stock of Developing Your 
Supply Chain Leaders - The aim of this panel discussion 
with executives from diverse backgrounds, is to make an 
overall assessment of our supply chain leadership 
development process. We will review the importance of 
investing in this process, also given the turbulent and 
uncertain times that we live in. We will also evaluate 
our current efforts to successfully develop our supply 
chain leaders and what we can do, to be more effective 
in this important area in business to ensure that we 
increase our returns on this investment.  
 
Moderator 
Hekkie van der Westhuizen, Director, SALDaTI, 
Southern Africa 
Panellists: 
Ramatu Abdulkadir, Executive Secretary/CEO, Kaduna 
State Health Supplies Management Agency, Nigeria 
Buyani Zwane, CEO of Breakthrough Development in 
collaboration with NOC -No Ordinary Corporation, South 
Africa 
Gerrie de Jonge, Managing Director - Africa, Axis Group 
International, South Africa 
Glenda Maitin, Managing Director, BBOpEx Solutions, 
South Africa 

PRESENTATION | Intelligence - Not so Artificial - is 
Becoming Essential - Doug starts with a summary of 
typical business benefits of Artificial Intelligence, fuelled 
by Machine Learning and data. He uncovers how this 
technology is being absorbed into Business IT and life 
now and into the future: 
• First steps into AI/ML – facts/logic to decision 

making insights 
• Second phase – BIG data/analysing to decision best 

options 
• The probable future – making decisions without 

human intervention 
Doug Hunter gives relevant business examples to 
challenge delegates thinking and help their perfect 2020 
vision 
Doug Hunter, Manager: Professional Services, SYSPRO 
Africa, South Africa 

PRESENTATION | Replenishment & Promotion.  An 
instore Solution with the Shopper in Mind - This 
presentation will look at how instore store solutions 
have evolved in Europe and where gains have been 
realized.   The speakers will then then consider how to 
overcome some of the challenges when looking at 
instore solutions, specifically larger retail ready packs, in 
the South African supply chain. 
 
Conor Powell, Manager - Instore Solutions, CHEP SSA 
Joao Nogueira, Sales Manager LMS, CHEP Europe 
 

13h00 - 
13h30 

Networking Lunch Break : Make the most of this half an hour break to visit premium booths and VIP rooms or grab a seat at one of the tables in the Lounge and meet up with 
old friends and colleagues and new acquaintances.  We are sorry we can’t provide you with a Century City sumptuous lunch but hope 2021 will let us do so! 

13h30 - 
14h15 

PRESENTATION |  Supply Chain as a Driver for 
Industrialization Focused on SMMEs 
Logistics in Nigeria is fraught with challenges. The lack of 
infrastructure is one of the biggest factors hampering 
supply chain efficiency in Africa’s most populous 
country. A seven-year-old Nigerian logistics business 
with hubs in Lagos and Abuja is defying the odds, with a 
recipe for success that combines consolidated loads 
with seamless customer service and supply chain 
solutions that address the infrastructure and terrain 
challenges in Nigeria. Join Zippy Logistics CEO and 

PANEL DISCUSSION | Unpacking Key Enablers That will 
Drive Professionalisation, Close the Skills Gap and 
Raise Supply Chain in Africa 
The ongoing disruption caused by COVID-19 and new 
market realities are changing the supply chain landscape 
and increasing yet further demand for skilled talent. 
How can professionalisation play a role in enabling 
these changes and work towards improving the 
performance of supply chain professionals across the 
African continent?  Join a distinguished panel of supply 
chain professionals as they unpack the activities of 
those who are meeting the challenge to professionalise 

PRESENTATION | An Introduction to Demand Driven 
Material Requirements Planning (DDMRP) 
In what is becoming to be known as our ‘New Normal’ 
VUCA World, many manufacturing and distribution 
companies are experiencing problems with the 
traditional Material Requirements Planning (MRP) 
systems. Our business environment has changed 
dramatically since MRP was first introduced to industry. 
It is time for a supply chain planning change, but to 
what?   Over the last few years many companies have 
adopted the DDMRP (Demand Driven Materials 
Requirement Planning) methodology with exceptional 
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founder, Kabir Shagaya, as he shares his organisation’s 
success story, his insights and lessons learnt. 
Kabir Shagaya, CEO, Zippy Logistics 

supply chain management in Africa and around the 
globe.   
Moderator: 
Tonya Lamb, Stakeholder Engagement Relationship 
Management, SAPICS, South Africa 
Panelists: 
Dr Obiora Madu, Director General, African Centre for 
Supply Chain, Nigeria 
Sarie Homan, Head of South Africa Professional Body, 
CIPS 
Dominique Zwinkels, Executive Manager, People That 
Deliver, UNICEF 
John Karani, Chairman, KISM, Kenya 

results.  Attend the session to learn more. Find out how 
DDMRP stock buffers provide the answers we have been 
looking for and how you can, relatively easily, start your 
demand driven journey, today. 
Ken Titmuss, Educator, Supply Chain, Operations and 
Materials Management, South Africa 
 

14h15 - 
14h30 

QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 

14h30 - 
15h15 

PRESENTATION | Circularity: The Strategy You’ve Been 
Waiting For 
 
Supply chains are always asked to go faster and be 
cheaper. How many more options do we really have to 
go any faster and be any cheaper than we already are? 
This session introduces the idea of circularity and the 
circular economy as the next strategy for your supply 
chain. It explores squeezing more value from the 
materials and resources already in your supply chain, 
and the steps you can take to get started. 
Deborah Dull, Circular Supply Chain Network, USA 

 

PRESENTATION | Supply Chain Excellence Using SCOR 
 
The Supply Chain Operations Reference Model SCOR is 
widely recognized as the industry standard used by 
Supply Chain Professionals at large to create Supply 
Chain Excellence.  A framework that is centred around 
the four Supply Chain pillars “Process, Practices , 
Performance and People” that can be utilized to 
reengineer Supply Chain Processes. With the COVID-19 
Outbreak companies more than ever are in need to 
adopt new practices , measure their Supply Chain, 
restructure the way they do business  to navigate away 
from the V.U.C.A times . 
 
This session sheds light on the various benefits that can 
be obtained when implementing SCOR model , take the 
attendees into a journey on the improvement program 
and the implementation framework. 
Samer Al Madhoun, Managing Partner, Muhakat 
Institute, Jordan 
 

PANEL DISCUSSION | Increasing Youth Engagement in 
the Public Health Supply Chain Workforce: New 
approaches and Lessons learned in Developing Career 
Pathways 
 
In 2011, the world population reached seven billion, 
with half of its inhabitants being under the age of 30.  
Young people are today and tomorrow’s entrepreneurs, 
innovators, workers, and leaders.  At the crux of both 
public and private sectors, the realm of supply chain 
management requires the cultivation of young talents 
who can serve as the next generation of health 
logisticians.   Join this session to learn about the 
inclusion of youth-centered programming across global 
health supply chains to cultivate the youth workforce of 
both the present and future. 
Moderator: 
Juan Felipe Sanchez Franco, Chief of Party, Honduras-
Quality Reading Materials Activity (QRMA), Chemonics 
International 
Panelists: 
Jean-Pierre Sallet, Country Director, USAID GHSC-
Technical Assistance Project Francophone TO, 
Chemonics International 
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Herman Bonou, Young Logistician Professional, 
Abomey-Calavi Health Zone, Benin 
Rose Anagonou, Project Management Assistant, Office 
of Health, USAID Benin 
Ricardo Missihoun, African Logisticians Association 
Federation (ALAF) 
Yukabeth Otieno, Project Officer, Pamela Steele 
Associates, Kenya 
Dr. Daniel Zapata, Global Program Manager, Kuehne 
Foundation 

15h15 - 
15h30 

 
QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 
 

15h30 - 
16h15  

CLOSING KEYNOTE PRESENTATION |Creating Sustainable Supply Chains with Blockchain 
 
Known as the trust machine, organizations in both the public and private sectors around the world are 
assessing the use of blockchain to increase transparency and collaboration throughout their business 
partner networks. As stories of greenwashing continue to emerge within the supply chain space, 
blockchain could be a potential solution to provide visibility to the life cycle of products. In this 
discussion, the presentation will begin with the current state of how blockchain is currently used within 
the supply chain industry to track and trace products. The presentation will conclude with a look into 
future state use cases to hopefully shift the conventional Cradle to Grave (CTG) mindset of tracking 
products to a Cradle to Cradle (CTC) mindset to tracking for a more sustainable supply chain network.  
 
Professor Justin Goldston, Professor of Project and Supply Chain Management, Penn State University, 
USA 
 

PRESENTATION | Managing the Supply Chain Under 
Risks of a Disruption: How to Prepare and Execute 
a Business Continuity Plan 
How do you proactively prepare for a possible 
catastrophic event that could disrupt your supply 
chain? During this session you will hear how 
important it is to leverage very solid business 
processes to significantly reduce those risks 
preventing significant disruptions to occur. 
 
Fabio Roncoroni, Director of Supply Chain, 
Artworks and Labelling in Global Operations, 
Roche, USA 
 

End of DAY 1 – Attendees are welcome to stay to network at the Tables until 17:00 (SAST0 
EXHIBITION 

There are a wide variety of exhibitors demonstrating products and services.  Spend time with these interesting organisations and make the most of the 
networking opportunities that the platform provides as it enables you to enjoy face to face meetings.  Keep an eye out for the broadcasts with news of 
competitions with great prizes to be won.   
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DAY 2 – Tuesday 24th November 2020 - (All times are South Africa Standard Time i.e. GMT+2) 
08h00 Arrival and Networking 
08h30 – 
09h15 

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION | Future-Proofing Supply Chains for Risk and Resilience 
Join John as he recounts the short 50-year history of supply chain development up to the present and introduces the many moving parts in building and embedding resilience in 
contemporary supply chains, e.g., 

• aligning the internal organisation design (and corresponding subcultures) to underpin the array of supply chain configurations necessary to match the spread of buying  
• behaviours identified in the external market 
• recognition that we are now effectively managing in a parallel universe, i.e. a set of supply chain configurations to manage the business-as-usual (BAU) level of volatility, 

plus an entirely new supply chain to manage extreme and unexpected disruptions with very high volatility 
• apart from getting the precise architecture right, there is now an urgent and mandatory requirement to digitise supply chains, E2E, and do it fast 
• implementing all the above initiatives, and more, with a prudent approach to risk management 

Dr John Gattorna, Global SC ‘thought leader’ & Author, Partner, Gattorna Alignment, Australia 
Transition to Keynote 2 – this will happen automatically.  If you do not move automatically please click on the FLOOR icon and then on the session to get back into the session. 

09h15 – 
10h00 

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION | Maintaining a Balance in Your Life – Strategies for Work Life Balance 
Most employee surveys reveal that people are continually feeling overworked and overloaded, and that they do not have the right balance between their lives and their work. 
They crave for flexibility in the work system that allows them to meet the other needs of their lives. They crave for simplification of work processes in the workplace that allows 
them to be more productive at work, and still have energy to do the things that they love to do.  Work–life balance is having enough time for work and enough to have a life 
thus the work life balance.  Join award winning speaker, Temitope Ogunfayo for this captivating presentation which will expose all participants to profound, but very simple, well 
tested and proven strategies to maintain a healthy Work Life Balance. Supply Chain practitioners will, of course, be able to improve their productivity when they enjoy a better 
work life balance. Then and only then, will they be able to unleash their full potentials. 
Temitope Ogunfayo, Associate Director, Supply Network Operations, Babycare (IMEA) at Procter & Gamble, Switzerland 

10h00 – 
10h15  QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 

10h15 – 
11h00 

PRESENTATION |  Modern Day Slavery 
Shocking as it may be modern slavery still exists in this 
day and age and it exists in modern global supply chains. 
It might often be well hidden but the problem is REAL.  
The recent economic and social impact of COVID-19 is 
exposing supply chains to more risks of modern slavery 
occurring and is closer to your business than you think. 
Join Rachel Wu as she discusses practical ways in which 
we can tackle this growing scourge as we take into 
account the variations in local regulations, culture and 
awareness which all add to the complexity in tackling 
modern slavery in supply chains. 
Rachel Wu, Managing Director: Asia, Axis Group 
International 
 

PRESENTATION | Making an Impact: Key Insights from 
ASCM’s Global Health Supply Chain Initiative in Africa – 
Year 2 
The ASCM Global Health Supply Chain Initiative has been 
the recipient a number grants (The Global Fund, Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, PEPFAR), with a mission to 
help support Ministries of Health in solving critical public 
health supply chain challenges, including weak 
distribution systems, a lack of reliable monitoring and 
data collection mechanisms and overall supply chain 
talent capacity.  Join this session to learn more about our 
efforts in the region to date in leveraging proven best 
practices to grow an effective, sustainable supply chain 
in these frontier markets, as well as future initiatives to 

PRESENTATION | Green Lights on Sustainable Supply 
Chains 
The responsibility to look after our environment has 
advanced from big corporates and government, to 
smaller contributors and the consumer. With logistics 
being one of that largest negative environmental 
contributors, it is key there is an underlying plan to 
improve and progress individual businesses and the 
sector as a whole. In order for a green supply chain to 
work, it needs to be cost effective, and sustainable. In 
this session, we will look at Supply Chain links (from 
supplier, to store, to return logistics) that have an impact 
on the environment, whether directly or indirectly, and 
innovative solutions and plans that are currently being 
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elevate the maturity of supply chain communities across 
the region.   
Judith Kariuki, Associate Country Director, ASCM Global 
Health Supply Chain, Kenya 
Clement Ngombo, Associate Director-Senegal, Global 
Health Supply Chain Initiative, Association for Supply 
Chain Management (ASCM), Senegal 

implemented. 
Anton Coetzee, Senior Engineer, Relog, South Africa 
 

11h00 – 
11h15 QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 

11h15 – 
12h00 

PANEL DISCUSSION | Rethinking Your Supply Chain 
 
The events of 2020 have accelerated the interest in 
cloud-based solutions and in parallel, companies all over 
the world are re-evaluating or ‘Rethinking’ their supply 
chain operations to be better prepared for any future 
disruption. During this panel discussion, our experts will 
discuss why companies will need to rethink the ways 
they integrate to people, systems, and things across the 
internal and external digital ecosystems. The panel will 
look at why companies need to introduce more flexibility 
into their business operations and embrace a more 
adaptive supply chain operation. 
 
Moderator: 
Kim Winter, Founder & Global CEO, Logistics Executive 
Group, Dubai 
 
Panelists: 
Mark Morley, Director of Product Marketing, Open Text, 
UK 
Justin Goldston, Coordinator of project and Supply Chain 
Management, Penn State University, USA 
Thomas Goldsby, Haslam Chair of Logistics, University of 
Tennessee , USA 
MJ Schoemaker CSCP, CPF, SAPICS Director and Director 
of ProscE2E, South Africa 

PRESENTATION |Automating Replenishment Planning 
of Medicine in the South African Public Health Supply 
Chain 
 
Stocking out of medicine could be life threatening, 
therefore appropriate levels of medicine availability are 
necessary to meet patient needs. Current processes 
require the already overburdened health care 
practitioners to manage the medicine storeroom, count 
the stock levels, calculate the replenishment orders and 
issue stock to the consulting rooms when required. 
Many of these process steps fail, resulting in stock 
shortages. This presentation will provide insight to the 
approach of designing the new, analytically based, 
replenishment planning process. It will also cover the 
tools used to create a recommended order, in an effort 
to automate the stock replenishment process. 
 
David Crewe-Brown, Managing Consultant, Guide 
House, South Africa  
 

PRESENTATION | Strategic and tactical tools to embed 
resilience 
 
This presentation focuses on tools and frameworks that 
can help us navigate the next ten years.   Two 
fundamental dynamics will define the period for supply 
chain leaders.   The first is uncertainty.   Even when 
Covid recedes, we are still expecting to face a more 
volatile operating environment and stressed economies. 
The focus will be on adaption and resilience.   And the 
second dynamic is the shift in expectations regarding 
environmental impact. Supply chains are front and 
centre, and investors particularly, are expecting change.  
The imperative then is for supply chains that are more 
resilient, can quickly adapt as demand and supply 
fluctuate, and that can chart a course, or prove their 
credentials, in terms of minimising impact. The 
presentation will cover:  
· Views on the supply chain priorities for the next ten 
years  
· Strategic tools to plan for volatility and shifting 
objectives, and  
· Faster decision-making tools and tactical responses to 
disruptions.  
 
Deborah Ellis, Partner, Gattorna, Australia 
 

12h00 – 
12h30 QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 
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12h30 – 
13h15 

PRESENTATION | Applying the Kaizen Change 
Model for Continuous Improvement in Supply 
Chain Management 
The Kaizen Institute is working with partners in 15 
African countries to strengthen health supply 
chains.  Across countries and various levels of 
facilities, commonly identified problems include 
lack of performance metrics and poor 
communication within and across functions.  In 
turn, these lead to poor performance for several 
key areas including warehouse or pharmacy 
organization, order lead time, stock outs, expired 
stock, etc.   
 
Delegates will be guided by expert Kaizen Institute 
facilitators through case study examples from 
Kenya, Nigeria and Ethiopia—representing all tiers 
of a health supply chain—to identify key areas for 
improvement and their root causes.  Next, 
participants will use insights gathered from 
problem identification to learn how to apply key 
approaches under the Kaizen Change Model to 
build a sustainable culture of Continuous 
Improvement that in turn results in improved 
supply chain performance. 
 
Piyush Sood, Consultant, Kaizen Institute, Kenya 
Vincent Nguimbi, Senior Consultant, Kaizen 
Institute, Kenya 
 
 
 
 

PANEL DISCUSSION | Mapping the Vision Into 2022:  
Walking the Talk on Diversity in Supply Chain  
 
Time to break the glass ceiling. 
 
How do we walk the talk on diversity in procurement 
and supply chain? Taking a deeper look into who the 
industry has to look up to, what we can do to make the 
change and where do we think we will be in the near 
future? 
 
Moderator: 
MJ Schoemaker, CSCP CPF, Owner/Director, ProscE2E, 
South Africa 
 
Panelists: 
Azuka Okeke, Regional Director, Africa Resource Centre 
(ARC), Nigeria 
Grant Swanepoel, Senior Advisor, CHAINovation, South 
Africa  
Glenda Maitin, Managing Director, BBOpEx Solutions, 
South Africa 
Sheri Hinish, Founder & CEO, Supply Chain Revolution, 
USA 
 

CO-PRESENTATION :  Enabling E2E Supply Chain 
Visibility and Execution Planning & Optimisation  
  
Supply Chains are moving from lean-oriented, cost-
optimised processes towards high customer and 
consumer-centric processes. Digitisation, including the 
use of advanced AI/ML techniques, are key to creating 
autonomously operating supply chains to support these 
new customer satisfaction objectives.  Join these 
industry leaders for an enlightening presentation which 
will highlight solutions that enable retailers, 
manufacturers and 3PLs to transform their current IT 
landscape ensuring rapid business growth with 
digitalisation as a foundation. 
 
Himanshu Mehrotra, Director, Industry Strategy, Blue 
Yonder 
Peter van Merode, Vice-President Logistics Industry 
Strategy, Blue Yonder 
 

13h15 – 
13h30 

QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 
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13h30 – 
14h15 

PANEL DISCUSSION | Circular Economy: Is it the 
Solution for a Sustainable Future? 
 
Supply chains around the world are disrupted by many 
factors. Taking a sustainable approach can future-proof 
our supply chains so that disruptions impact us less than 
they do today; and the financial argument for 
sustainability is made even stronger using a circular lens. 
This panel will explore using the circular economy as an 
anchor for creating a future-proofed, sustainable supply 
chain. 
Moderator: 
Deborah Dull, Circular Supply Chain Network, USA 

 
Panelists: 
Anton Coetzee, Senior Engineer, Relog, South Africa 
Sheri Hinish, Founder & CEO, Supply Chain Revolution, 
USA 
Mucai Kunyiha, National Chairman, Kenya Association of 
Manufacturers, Kenya 
Iñigo Canalejo Lasarte, Sustainability & Government 
Affairs Director, Europe & IMETA, Brambles  
 

PRESENTATION | Adapt or Die – Surviving, Adapting and 
Thriving in the VUCA World 
 
Companies are failing at an unprecedented rate.  The 
rise of volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity 
(VUCA) in today’s operational environment is creating 
enormous stress on conventional business rules, tools 
and processes tracing their roots back to the late 
1950s.  Carol Ptak, co-founder of the Demand Driven 
Institute, will share an emerging management model 
that allows companies to better align assets and 
capabilities to market opportunities while driving both 
innovation and adaptation with the changing landscape. 
 
Carol Ptak, Demand Driven Thought Leader, Demand 
Driven Institute, USA 
 
ASK CAROL - Carol Ptak will be at the Demand Driven 
Africa Booth immediately after this presentation to 
answer any of your questions. 

PRESENTATION | Ethical Leadership - The Path to 
Attaining Inclusive and Sustainable Growth for the 
African Continent 2020 and Beyond 
 
“All things stand and fall on leadership – ethical 
leadership!” African Union’s Agenda 2063 is becoming 
more elusive. Not for lack of competent leaders. But for 
dearth of moral leadership. Organisations, large and 
small, desire consistency and sustainability. This session 
aims to: 
1. Challenge status quo – Beyond the rise of corruption, 
grappling with 4IR, legislated transformation, 
2. Equip – with insights from Best & Poor Practices in 
industry, and 
3. Shine a light on sustainable Ethical Leadership. 
 
Buyani Zwane, CEO, NOC- No Ordinary Corporation in 
partnership with Breakthrough Development, South 
Africa 
 

14h15 – 
14h30 QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 

14h30 – 
15h15 

PANEL DISCUSSION | Private Sector Engagement in 
Health Systems Strengthening: Opportunities and Best 
Practices in Africa 
As governments in Africa continue to navigate and 
engage with the private sector in their health supply 
systems strengthening, it is important to understand 
how this engagement can be done at a practical level. 
This webinar focuses on the engagement stories and 
how the public and private sectors are currently working 
together to improve health outcomes for all. 
Moderators: 
Bronwyn Timm, Strategy & Partnerships Lead, Africa 
Resource Centre 

PRESENTATION | Cross-dock Operations -  The 
Ultimate Warehouse with No Stock 
This presentation examines Cross-docking verses 
conventional warehousing and includes 3 South African 
case studies where operations have been optimised by 
changing the philosophy to get to zero stock. “Pick to 
zero” and “flow through” are compared to traditional 
cross-dock operations, along with the technical 
complications of integrating suppliers and customers 
into a zerostock environment. Risks associated with a 
zero-inventory environment are examined, along with 
the necessary changes to supplier conformance and 
overall operational culture. 

PRESENTATION | Supply 
Chains of the Future 
The SAPICS Annual 
Conference would not be 
complete without an 
update on the activities at 
the Association for Supply 
Chain Management 
(ASCM) on experiences, 
plans and future 
vision.   SAPICS is the only 
Premier Elite Partner in 
Africa and is proud to 

VIP ROOM MEETING | The 
Demand Driven Adaptive 
Enterprise 
Join Carol in an informal 
session in the Demand 
Driven VIP Lounge where 
she will answer your 
questions regarding 
Demand Driven Material 
Requirements Planning 
and anything else 
concerning a Demand 
Driven Enterprise.  Carol is 
a leading authority in the 
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Bonface Fundafunda, Director, East Africa, Africa 
Resource Centre 
Panellists: 
Dan Keim, Director, Humanitarian Logistics, The UPS 
Foundation 
Israel Bimpe, Partnership Lead, Zipline 
Lauren Marks, Director, Private Sector Engagement for 
PEPFAR, US Department of State, Office of the Global 
AIDS Coordinator 
Dr. Paul Okware, Chief Operations Officer, NMS, 
Uganda 
Matthew Barnes, Senior Advisor for Strategy, PEPFAR, 
US Department of State, USA 

Aldi Steenkamp, Consultant, Industrial Logistic Systems 
(ILS) 

represent ASCM in this 
role. 
Abe Eshkenazi CSCP, CPA, 
CAE, CEO, Association for 
Supply Chain Management 
(ASCM), USA 
 

use of ERP and Supply 
Chain tools to drive 
improved bottom line 
performance 
 
Carol Ptak, Demand 
Driven Thought Leader, 
Demand Driven Institute, 
USA and Ken Titmuss, 
Demand Driven Africa, 
South Africa 
 

15h15 – 
15h30 QUICK BREAK – use this time to find your next session and familiarise yourself with moving around the platform.  Remember – if you need HELP please visit the HELP DESK. 

15h30 – 
16h15 

PRESENTATION | Utilising Supply Chain Simulators to 
Increase Performance and Productivity in the 
Workplace  
The aim of the session is to explain the benefits of 
utilizing workplace simulators in the Supply Chain 
Environment. The focus of this session is to present 
empirical evidence, using a qualitative approach with 
case studies to share data, statistics and success stories 
of the impact and benefits simulators have for existing 
employees up-skilling as well as new job entrants. The 
Supply Chain Simulator is linked to critical skills required 
in the workplace as well as focused job functions and 
activities. In the session key information is shared and 
explored to history, skills, impacting theories, benefits, 
challenges and opportunities. 
 
Juliette Fourie, CEO, Metro Minds, South Africa 

CO-PRESENTATION | The Clinical Drug Supply Chain - 
SCOR Transformation Journey  
This session will showcase the journey that the Roche 
Pharmaceuticals Clinical Drug Supply Chain team went 
on using the SCOR-based “Racetrack” to identify, assess 
and optimize performance across the business, over a 
two-year period. Also, at this session, special guest from 
Roche, Nathalie Mathys, whi is based in Basel, 
Switzerland will provide a first-hand view the journey 
that the organization went on. 
 
Grant Swanepoel, Senior Advisor, CHAINovation, South 
Africa 
Douglas Kent, Managing Partner, CHAINovation, USA 
Nathalie Mathys, Roche, Swizterland 
 

CO-PRESENTATION | Mapping A Career Pathway 
for Health Supply Chain Professionals 
Many low- to middle-income countries lack a 
professionalized supply chain occupational 
category. This professionalization is critical to 
embedding a workforce with specific supply chain 
competencies in the health system. Without 
trained professionals to manage health supply 
chains, drugs and supplies do not reach the patients 
who need them. The People that Deliver (PtD) 
Supply Chain Management (SCM) 
Professionalization Framework is a systematic 
approach to workforce development, where all 
practitioners are able to find a career path for 
growth and development, allowing supply chain 
professionals to lead and operationalize public 
healthcare supply chains and achieve country and 
organizational objectives. 
Dominique Zwinkels, Executive Manager, People 
That Deliver, UNICEF, Andrew dos Santos, Director, 
CLX, South Africa, Alexis Strader, Project Officer, 
People That Deliver, UNICEF 
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16h15 – 
16h45 Enjoy a final chat and then make your way to the Brain of the ASCAnation QUIZ.  This exciting and fun end to SAPICS 2020 will begin promptly at 16:45 and will be via ZOOM 

16h45 – 
17h45 

This is a quiz with a difference!  Join Scott Luton, Greg White and team members from Supply Chain Now for a dynamic and engaging quiz.  We will start the session getting to 
know Greg and Scott and gaining their insights into the world of supply chain management in 2020.  Having interviewed hundreds of supply chain professionals in this turbulent 
year they have some great insights to share.   The quiz will be made of 20 general knowledge questions covering a broad spectrum of supply chain management and also some 
challenging general knowledge questions on Africa.   Join us and if you really do know your “stuff” you might win one of the amazing prizes on offer!    

    
Supply Chain Now is the voice of supply chain and a globally-recognized, multi-platform digital media publisher with millions of content plays since 

2017. 
This event is organised in collaboration with Smart Procurement World as part of the Brain of the ASCAnation series. 

 
As with previous sessions the Quiz will take place on ZOOM and we will use KAHOOT.  You will need to have a laptop/computer and a phone for this session in order to 

participate fully.   
You will be sent a separate link to join this session 

17h45 SAPICS 2020 CLOSES 
 

 
EXHIBITION 

There are a wide variety of exhibitors demonstrating products and services.  Spend time with these interesting organisations and make the most of the 
networking opportunities that the platform provides as it enables you to enjoy face to face meetings.  Keep an eye out for the broadcasts with news of 
competitions with great prizes to be won.   
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